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Peaceful and meditative instrumental pieces that provide a quiet calming in the midst of life's everyday

stresses. 15 MP3 Songs EASY LISTENING: Mood Music, NEW AGE: Meditation Details: This album

offers a soothing listening experience for those moments when you seek a respite from a busy day. The

original instrumental compositions are performed by the composer herself; their common desire is to offer

a peaceful and meditative experience. Ann Marie Kurrasch's music has been described as moving, tender

and sensitive, that captures emotions and elicits feelings. This album is no exception. It begins with the

gentle drops of rain falling on the tropical paradise of Maui--"Refreshing Rain." Numbers 2  3 are love

songs to a newborn baby. Such love and joy in the birth, such wonder and awe as one rocks the tiny one

to sleep while singing the baby's very own lullaby--"A Kiss from Grammie" and "Alexi's First Lullaby."

Three more lullabies follow which make this CD a wonderful addition to the nursery. "Waves at Sunset,"

number 8, begins with the harp and strings trying to capture an indescribably beautiful sunset on Maui.

They build as the sun disappears on the softly lapping waves. Gorgeous reds and purples fill the sky and

one is transformed by something wonderful and fulfilling. Number 9, "Song of Love," is a beautiful duet of

flute and piano that was written for a wedding. The flute sings the words of love that embody the joy of the

new couple as they light the unity candle and stand together amidst their friends and family declaring their

love. This refreshing album ends with "A World of Peace and Beauty," a most restful duet with flute and

strings intertwining in soft and lyrical movements. While the angst of life attempts to compromise our

peace and beauty, in the mid section, the song ends with a return to the soaring opening theme. And so

ends this album of restful and soothing music. Ann Marie Kurrasch is a composer, songwriter, performer,

and educator who resides in the Los Angeles area. She is a uniquely gifted instrumentalist who combines

a lifelong love of music with a rare sensitivity to people. The result is the creation of beautiful melodies
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and lyrical music that is easily accessible and wonderfully healing. Ann Marie is also the founder and

producer of "Heartsong Music," a creative venture that offers original music and songs for all special

occasions--weddings, receptions, commitment ceremonies, births, graduations, significant birthdays and

anniversaries, remarkable achievements and new chapters alike. Her music gives wings to the great

celebrations of life, and original music makes your special day last a lifetime. If you would like her to write

you your own original song, please contact her at her website. Thanks for listening!
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